Foreword
This Water Operations Report describes how the Snowy
Scheme operates, our water operations in the 2011–12 water
year (1 May 2011 – 30 April 2012) and how Snowy Hydro met
our obligations under the Snowy Water Licence during that
water year.

with in relation to the water resources of the Snowy Scheme.
Through reading the information contained in this report,
we trust that the community and stakeholders will be
more informed of the facts about water resources and
the Snowy Scheme.

Highlights of the 2011–12 water year included:

On page 27 of this document you will find an independent
audit report that provides verification of the data contained
within this 2011–12 Water Operations Report.

•

The ongoing recovery of inflows into the Snowy Scheme;

•

Delivery of the October 2011 Snowy River Flushing Flows;

•

Management of the unprecedented March 2012 flood event;

•

The March 2012 pre-release from Lake Jindabyne;

•

Further amendments to the Snowy Water Licence.

Snowy Hydro makes available to the public a large amount
of information regarding the water operations of the Snowy
Scheme – principally through this Water Operations Report
and further more detailed information on our company’s
website: www.snowyhydro.com.au
Snowy Hydro is committed to improving stakeholder
understanding and appreciation of the many responsibilities
and stringent obligations that our company has to comply

Further information including terminology, calculation
of data and Snowy Water Licence obligations can be
found by visiting: www.snowyhydro.com.au
David Harris
Executive Officer, Production, Water and Environment
Snowy Hydro Limited
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PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purposes of this 2011–12 Water Operations Report are:
1. To provide Snowy Hydro’s stakeholders with information
on how our company performed in the 2011–12 water
year in meeting the many obligations specified under
the Snowy Water Licence; and
2. To satisfy the requirement under clause 4.4 of the
Snowy Water Licence for the company to prepare
and publish a compliance report in respect to the
2011–12 water year.
The obligations imposed upon the company by the
Snowy Water Licence essentially relate to:
1. Targeting water releases to the River Murray and
Murrumbidgee River catchments, the annual volumes
of which are determined according to highly prescriptive
formulae set out in the Snowy Water Licence;
2. Targeting water releases from Jindabyne Dam into the
Snowy River for environmental purposes (Snowy River
Increased Flows); and
3. Facilitating additional natural flows over nominated Snowy
Scheme aqueducts and targeting releases from Tantangara
Dam, both for environmental purposes (Snowy Montane
Rivers Increased Flows).
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Understanding this Report
•

The Snowy Hydro water year commences on 1 May
and concludes on 30 April each calendar year.

•

Volumes in this report are quoted in gigalitres (GL).
1 gigalitre is equal to 1,000 megalitres (ML).
1 megalitre is equal to 1 million litres.

•

Since the commencement of the operation of the Snowy
Scheme, water release volumes have been set as targets
and any minor differences between the target and actual
release volumes (excess or shortfall) have been carried
over to the next water year. This is done in the form of
‘overs and unders’ and is expressly permitted in the
Snowy Water Licence in recognition of the difficulties
inherent in achieving precise release volumes using
infrastructure on the large scale of that comprising
the Snowy Scheme.

Jounama Dam

KEY RESULTS
Snowy Hydro complied with all of the requirements imposed
upon the company under the Snowy Water Licence during
the 2011–12 water year.
During the 2011–12 water year, Snowy Hydro complied
with each water release target relating to:
•

The Required Annual Release to the River Murray catchment

•

The Required Annual Release to the Murrumbidgee
River catchment

•

Environmental releases into the Snowy River from
Jindabyne Dam

•

Environmental releases from Tantangara Dam

•

Environmental releases from Goodradigbee Aqueduct

The 13–year period of prolonged drought, which included the
lowest inflow year on record during 2006–07, is certainly over
with our second consecutive year of above average inflows.
The active storage volume in Lake Eucumbene is now around
long term average levels.
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The Snowy Water Licence
and the Snowy Hydro Business
To ensure that the benefits of the Snowy Scheme could be
maximised for both water security and electricity generation,
a set of operating principles and water accounting rules were
developed by the Commonwealth, New South Wales and
Victorian Governments under the 1957 Snowy Agreement.
On Corporatisation of the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric
Authority in 2002, the key elements of those operating
principles and water accounting rules were codified and
carried forward in the Snowy Water Licence issued by
the New South Wales Government.
The Snowy Water Licence is not a freedom to act, as is the
case with most licence arrangements. Rather, it is a bundle
of a few rights and numerous, legally binding and enforceable
obligations. The many legally binding obligations imposed
on Snowy Hydro under the Snowy Water Licence include
obligations with regard to targeting water releases from
the Snowy Scheme.
Snowy Hydro’s rights to collect, divert, store and
release water under the Snowy Water Licence in no
way represents any form of ownership of the water.
All of the water in the Snowy Scheme is owned by the
parties who have an entitlement to releases from the
Snowy Scheme. This includes the States of New South
Wales and Victoria, irrigators from those States and
environmental entitlement holders.
To generate electricity Snowy Hydro must release water
from the Snowy Scheme, and to release water from the
Snowy Scheme, Snowy Hydro must generate electricity.
In this way, water releases, electricity generation and
their associated market impacts are inseparably linked.

To generate electricity Snowy Hydro
must release water from the Snowy
Scheme, and to release water from
the Snowy Scheme, Snowy Hydro
must generate electricity.
The mandatory nature of the obligations imposed upon Snowy
Hydro by the Snowy Water Licence means that, as a practical
matter, Snowy Hydro operates the Snowy Scheme to first meet
its water release obligations and then to maximise electricity
market opportunities within the constraints imposed by the
Snowy Water Licence.
Downstream water users (irrigators and environmental
entitlements holders) have never been charged for the
water regulation services provided to them each year
by the infrastructure comprising the Snowy Scheme.
Snowy Hydro has to fund both the debt and operating costs
of the Snowy Scheme through its participation in the highly
competitive National Electricity Market. Those electricity
revenues pay for the increasing costs of maintaining
and operating the Snowy Scheme, including the costs
associated with making environmental flows.
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Snowy River Flushing Flow 2011
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SNOWY WATER LICENCE VARIATIONS
in June 2011 the nSW Minister for Primary industries, The hon.
Katrina hodgkinson MP, announced a package of inter-related
variations to the Snowy Water Licence which were formally adopted
in October 2011.
after a decade of very low inflows, inflow conditions improved markedly
in 2010 –11 and again in 2011–12, triggering the requirement to make
increased releases above the nominal Required Annual Release.
at this time, because of the widespread recovery in inflows,
downstream storages were also becoming full or were near full.
The nSW Government determined that it would be preferable for
all stakeholders that inflows be stored in the Snowy Scheme and be
able to be called upon when drought conditions return.
Those variations were designed to allow for significant improvements
to the recovery of Snowy Scheme storages and downstream water
management. The variations covered four main areas:

Dry inflow Sequence volume
and inflow Recovery
Snowy hydro‘s primary obligation under the Snowy Water Licence
is to release a calculated volume of water annually to each of the River
Murray and Murrumbidgee River catchments. Each of these volumes
is calculated principally by reference to cumulative inflows.
in drought years, the volume of water to be released from the
Snowy Scheme is reduced under the formulae set out in the
Snowy Water Licence. This is known as the Dry inflow Sequence
volume (DiSv) reduction.
This reduces the releases to be made from the Snowy Scheme during
dry periods but it also means that a “debt” is run up for every year that
releases are reduced. Further, when inflow conditions improve, Snowy
Hydro was required to release additional water over and above the
nominal Required Annual Releases to essentially discharge that “debt”.
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1. Water that would have otherwise been forced out of the Snowy
Scheme when inflows recover, will remain in Snowy Scheme storages
for future water years to eliminate the risk that such releases might
contribute to, or exacerbate, downstream flood conditions at times
of inflow recovery and to ensure a more secure ongoing Required
annual releases (which will underpin future allocations);
2. “Drought Accounts” were established for both the Murray and
Murrumbidgee Valleys to ensure critical human needs could be met
during another severe drought. These accounts are to be credited
up to 225GL and 150GL respectively in line with the recovery of
inflows following the accumulation of the Dry inflow Sequence volume;
3. An option each year for water authorities to call out water savings
held in Snowy Scheme storages for environmental flows in the
Murray valley known as River Murray increased Flows. Previously
these releases could only be made at Snowy Hydro’s discretion
when releases above the annual Required Annual Release are
made; and
4. an option each year for Snowy hydro to release water in excess
of the Required Annual Release (RAR) and have that release treated
as a pre-release of the next year’s RAR. This volume is generally
capped at 200GL. These releases are subject to “wet sequence
protection”, such that if any of these pre-releases cause additional
spill from storages downstream of the Snowy Scheme, Snowy
Hydro is required to make additional releases from Above Target
Water to replace the lost resource.

INFLOWS
SNOWY SCHEME INFLOWS
The historical record of annual inflows into the
Snowy Scheme is characterised by high variability
with annual inflows ranging from less than 700GL
to well over 5,000GL.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
RELEASES
SNOWY RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS

MAJOR STEP

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

Securing verified water savings from water savings
projects on the River Murray or Murrumbidgee River
(or purchase of water entitlements)

Water for Rivers

Transferring verified water savings into Environmental
Entitlements.

NSW Office of Water

Snowy Hydro is simply required to meet release targets notified to it by the
NSW Office of Water under the Snowy Water Licence.
The table on the opposite page sets out the major steps and accountabilities
in the process, from securing water savings on the western rivers through to
the actual release of environmental flows.
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www.water.nsw.gov.au
VIC Dept of Sustainability
and Environment
www.dse.vic.gov.au

Calculating annual allocations from the Environmental
Entitlements each year (in arrears).

NSW Office of Water
www.water.nsw.gov.au
VIC Dept of Sustainability
and Environment

The key element of the environmental flow arrangements under the Snowy Water
Licence is that the total volume of environmental flows each year is determined by
allocations to entitlements secured by water savings achieved by the Governments
to date.
Snowy Hydro is not responsible for securing water savings or for setting the
release targets.

www.waterforrivers.org.au

www.dse.vic.gov.au
Apportioning the annual allocations between the
Snowy River Increased Flows, River Murray Increased
Flows and the Mowamba Borrow.

NSW Office of Water

The determining of annual, monthly and daily release
volumes for Snowy River Increased Flows.

NSW Office of Water

Notifying Snowy Hydro of annual, monthly and daily
release volumes for Snowy River Increased Flows.

NSW Office of Water

Providing infrastructure to enable Snowy River
Increased Flows from Jindabyne Dam and modifying
existing infrastructure to enable Snowy Montane Rivers
Increased Flows.

Snowy Hydro

Targeting releases of Snowy River Increased Flows
from Jindabyne Dam and those structures nominated
for Snowy Montane Rivers Increased Flows.

Snowy Hydro

www.water.nsw.gov.au

www.water.nsw.gov.au

www.water.nsw.gov.au

www.snowyhydro.com.au

www.snowyhydro.com.au

STORAGES
SNOWY SCHEME STORAGE FOR
2011–12
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Snowy Scheme storage levels are referred to from time to time in
different measurements, they being ‘active storage’ and ‘gross storage’.
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Active storage is the water that generally can be accessed by either
pumping or through release via dams or through power stations.

For the purposes of our business operations, active storage is used,
whereas recreational users are generally more interested in and familiar
with gross storage. For example, Lake Jindabyne could experience a 0%
active storage level but the lake itself would be then at approximately 42%
gross storage. This remaining water cannot be accessed via the pumping
station due to the physical design limitations of the Snowy Scheme.
At the end of the 2010–11 water year, Snowy Scheme active storage
was 1,782GL. This is equivalent to 33.6% of the Snowy Scheme
active storage capacity.
During the 2011–12 water year, Snowy Scheme active storage increased
by 1,272GL, with active storage totalling 3,054GL at the end of the year,
which is 57.6% of the active storage capacity.
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Total Active Storage

4000

Storages (GL)

Gross storage is the total amount of water behind the dam wall including
the water than cannot ordinarily be accessed due to the design of the
Snowy Scheme.

SNOWY SCHEME ACTIVE STORAGE FOR 2011–12 WATER YEAR
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LAKE EUCUMBENE GROSS STORAGE FOR 2011–12 WATER YEAR
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The recovery of inflows continued as the 2011–12 water year being the
second consecutive year of above average inflows. Storage levels once
again improved from the previous year.
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The Snowy Scheme’s main storage, Lake Eucumbene is higher than the
previous year. Despite this, it is anticipated that another three to five above
average inflow years are still required to see Lake Eucumbene storage
levels return to long term average levels. It is important to appreciate that
Lake Eucumbene is a massive storage.
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Snowy Hydro reports gross storage levels to local tourism operators and the
local community on our website. Lake Levels for our three main storages of
Jindabyne, Eucumbene and Tantangara are provided weekly and are available
at www.snowyhydro.com.au
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LAKE JINDABYNE GROSS STORAGE FOR 2011–12 WATER YEAR
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Our website also includes a lake level comparison calculator where it can be
seen that lake levels have improved since 2006–07 in line with improvements
in annual inflows.
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Guthega Dam
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